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You could very well be leaving money on the table... when visitors peruse your salespage and leave

without sharing their email details with you. "Never Fear! The Simplest, Fool-Proof System For

Generating More Sales, Subscribers And Profits For Any Product Or Affiliate Program You Are Promoting

Is Here!" Our Amazing New Web Script Makes Capturing Your Visitor's Details and Analyzing Your

Squeeze Page Campaigns As Simple As Point-And-Click! Dear marketer, How would you like an easy

system for instantly squeezing more profits from the products you promote? If you are promoting an

affiliate program of any sort, or even your own product, you may be leaving profits behind for no reason!

The fact is, there is a new tactic that has been proven to be an incredibly powerful way to promote your

projects. And the best part is, it will work for any product, affiliate program, or opportunity.. Why Are You

Still Promoting Products The Old Fashion Way? It's a proven fact that following up with your visitors will

increase sales. That has been proven numerous times over eons of testing. The new, and highly effective

way of getting your visitor to subscribe to your opt-in follow up email campaign is with squeeze pages

(aka NameSqueeze). A squeeze page is a simple HTML page with a subscription box on it and minimal

sales copy. When the visitor requests free information from your subscription form, they are taken to your

sales letter (or affiliate program you are promoting). You now have their email address to send follow ups

to, plus you can personalize your sales letter with their first name, last name, and email address.. That is,

if you have the right software!! The right software will allow you to create multiple squeeze pages,

personalize all sales letters, keep track of visitors/subscribers conversion rates, and automate the entire

process. Software like this has been nonexistent, until now! Introducing... Squeeze Page Simple is a new

software program that will help you use the squeeze page marketing tactic to it's fullest. With Squeeze

Page Simple At Your Fingertips, You Can: Create an unlimited amount of squeeze pages View how many

people visited your squeeze pages. See how many people subscribed to your pages. View the unique

visitors to subscribers conversion ratios for each squeeze page. View past months stastics Personalize

the after page (ie sales letter) with the subscriber's first name, last name, email address and up to 5

optional fields that you can customize (very powerful!). And much more.. As you can see, this program is
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fully loaded to completely automate the squeeze page process and instantly start making you money!

Using this system will allow you to explode profits by following up with your visitors! You Can Start

Creating And Making More Money In Less Than 5 Minutes From Now! You can have this system setup

and ready to go quickly! Once it is installed, you just point and click using the admin interface, it could not

be easier! And the best part is, I am not charging an arm and a leg. Other software of this caliber is

currently selling for $100+ online. But, I have decided to do something very special. For a limited time, I

am running a marketing test. I am only charging $49 for a copy of this software! That is a small price to

pay considering how easily you will be able to skyrocket your sales for every product you promote using

this software. Now is the time to break free from the online masses and start making massive profits!

Click Here To Order Today!
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